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Consent to Treat and Client Acknowledgement  

On behalf of myself, my minor child, or a client under my legal guardianship, I acknowledge and consent to 
the statements made in this form.  

1. Consent to Speech-Language Pathology Services: I am requesting that speech-language 
pathology services be provided to me (or the client named below) at RMCCD or its affiliates. I 
voluntarily consent to all services that the health professionals at RMCCD consider to be necessary 
for me (or the client named below). These services may include assessment, treatment, consulting, 
and use of instrumentation including for voice, resonance, or swallowing assessment and treatment. 
No guarantees have been made to me about the results of assessment or treatment.  

I understand that RMCCD may provide certain services by remote telemedicine technology. Such 
telemedicine services deliver care to a client in a distant location and may require the transmission of 
video, audio, images, and other types of data. RMCCD will determine if the condition/client being treated 
remotely is appropriate for telemedicine and will carry the licensure necessary based on the location of 
the client. I understand that I may have to travel to see a provider in-person for certain diagnosis and 
treatment matters.  

2. Financial Responsibility: I understand that the services of RMCCD are provided at no cost, 
however, I may be referred to other providers or for adjunct services as appropriate. Services outside of 
the RMCCD scope are subject to whatever financial responsibility is appropriate to that provider.  

3. Uses and Disclosures of Health Information: I have received the RMCCD Notice of Privacy 
Practices. The Notice of Privacy Practices explains how RMCCD may use and disclose confidential 
health information that identifies me (or the client named below). I consent to let RMCCD use and 
disclose health information about me (or the client named below) as described in the Notice of Privacy 
Practices. In doing so I consent to the release of my (or the client named below) health information to 
those agencies or practitioners allowed under federal or state law and to any additional resources as 
identified by the client.  Communication may include written or verbal reports, telephone calls, e-mail or 
text messages.  

I consent to receive, via phone numbers I provide with text or voice message related to care.  

I hereby consent and grant RMCCD the authority to photograph or record me, my image, and/or my voice in 
connection with diagnosis and treatment and for educational purposes. Any record will be protected as a 
part of the clinic medical record. I understand that I have the right to request cessation of recording or 
filming at any time.   RMCCD or RMUOHP may request permission to use any images or recording for 
purposes of marketing or publication which will require a separate release form and is not covered under 
this consent. 
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4. Teaching Facility/Clinical Studies: RMCCD is a teaching facility. Graduate students in speech-

language pathology and others in training may be involved in my (or the below-named client’s) health 
care. Many RMCCD patients participate in clinical studies. I can ask my (or the below-named patient’s) 
speech-language pathologist questions about having health professionals in training involved in the care 
and about participating in clinical studies, and I can explain any views I have. Clinical studies at RMCCD 
go through a special process required by law that reviews patient welfare and privacy. RMCCD patients 
usually consent in writing to participate in clinical studies. Sometimes family members or other surrogates 
are asked for consent when patients are not mentally able to give their own consent. Clients are 
encouraged to discuss how they feel about being research participants with family members so they will 
know the patients’ wishes if asked. 

By signing below, I am indicating that I have reviewed and acknowledge and consent to the terms described above.  

In Person Consent Signature of Patient or Responsible Party  

X________________________________________________________  

Date/Time  

_____________________________________ 

       Printed Name of Patient (or Responsible Party if not the Patient) Responsible Party’s Relationship to Patient 

_________________________________________________________  

Phone Number(s) Home _____________________________________  

Cellular ___________________________________________  

Telephone Consent Printed Name of Individual Providing Telephone Consent 

_______________________________________ 

 Date/Time  

_______________________________________ 

Printed Name of Patient (or Responsible Party if not the Patient) Responsible Party’s Relationship to Patient 

 _________________________________________________________ 

 Phone Number(s)  

Home Phone _____________________________________  

 Cellular __________________________________________ 

 

 


